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a b s t r a c t

Costly signal is regarded as one of the mechanisms to explain the emergence of
cooperation. Both the cost of cooperation and the cost of punishment can be seen as
expensive cost signals. Previous research has used costly signaling theory to explain
the establishment of cooperation and punishment in public goods game. However,
punishment is less likely to emerge stably in the prisoner’s dilemma, and the punisher
cannot have additional information to identify and punish the defector. Therefore, it
is particularly important to further study whether the expensive cost signal in the
prisoner’s dilemma can promote the emergence of cooperation and punishment. We
distinguish between costly punishing signals and costly cooperative signals in this paper
to look at the rule that turns payoff into fitness. The findings reveal that, without
punishment, if the costly signal is weak and the cost of cooperation is not too high
compared to the benefit of cooperation, cooperation is a better choice than defection.
With punishment, if there is a small amount of noise in the costly signaling mechanism
and punishment is considered a more expensive signal than cooperation, punishment is
a better strategy.

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The evolution of cooperation has been widely studied [1–3]. A number of mechanisms have been proposed to explain
he establishment of cooperation. Kin selection is often used to explain cooperation between close relatives [4]. Group
election can explain cooperation in relatively close groups [5]. Direct reciprocity is a continuous game between pairs of
ndividuals that leads to cooperation [6]. Indirect reciprocity promotes cooperation by indirectly influencing the behavior
f individuals in the group through the behavior of others in the group [7], as in the reputation effect [8]. In structured
opulations, certain dynamic rules can promote cooperation through network reciprocity [9–12]. The tagging mechanism
an induce individuals to establish cooperation based on tags without reciprocity [13]. It also allows individuals to
reely enter and exit the game of public goods and gives individuals relatively stable income when exiting, which can
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romote cooperation [14]. If cooperation has been established by other mechanisms, punishment can increase the level
f cooperation [15]. Rewards have also been shown to positively promote cooperation [16]. Signaling can boost the
volution of cooperation in repeated group interactions [17]. In addition, there are other mechanisms that can improve
he level of cooperation, such as social diversity [18,19], commitment [20], resource-based conditional interaction [21],
ge [22], reputation [23,24], geographical distance [25], knowledge of past information [26], multiple games [27], freedom
f choice [28], stochastic interactions [29], and information sharing [30,31].
Punishment is considered a negative reciprocity mechanism that promotes cooperation [32], and usually the punisher

mproves the level of cooperation by reducing his own payoff to reduce the payoff of the defector in the game. Cooperators
ave a strong incentive to punish defectors [33]. In the prisoner’s dilemma, altruistic punishment is seen as a way to
ombat defects [34], but it is not considered a mechanism of cooperative evolution [2] because altruistic punishment itself
s an evolutionary mechanism to be explained [35,36] and a direct or indirect way of reciprocity [37]. It has been shown
hat the evolution of altruistic punishment depends on group selection rather than individual selection [38,39]. Several
tudies have shown that punishment promotes cooperation in n-player games [40–43]. In the two-person prisoner’s
ilemma, compared to the case without punishment, although the punishment promotes cooperation, the punisher
chieves lower returns than the nonpunisher [37], which makes it difficult for the punisher to breed offspring. Another
tudy concludes that if the cost of being punished is large enough, the cooperation and punishment strategies can
volve stably [35]. However, in the absence of other mechanisms, costly punishment is not conducive to individuals
dopting punishment strategies, so in direct reciprocal cooperative games, the winner will not choose costly punishment
trategies [37], which leads to the second-order social dilemma; that is, the cooperator who does not punish others has
higher fitness than the punisher. If this second-order social dilemma is established, it will make it difficult for altruistic
unishment to evolve, but altruistic punishment exists in reality. At this point, it is easy to think of a question: how did
he behavior of altruistic punishment evolve? There is debate regarding what exactly punishment does, the mechanism
t, and whether a costly signaling mechanism can be introduced to explain the two observed phenomena.

Costly signaling theory was originally derived from the handicap principle proposed by Israeli biologist A Zahavi [44];
hat is, when choosing a mate, setting up a handicap to increase the cost to the other party can test the quality of the mate.
rafen then constructed a corresponding evolutionarily stable strategy model based on the handicap principle to explain
he evolution of costly signals [45]. Signals are made expensive because high cost guarantees the honesty of signals, since
ostly signals are expensive to fake [44–46]. Costly signals are also considered to be an indirect reciprocal competitive
ct of altruism, in which individuals increase their chances of acquiring mates and allies by displaying individual qualities
nd resources as signals, which are expected to be more highly rewarded in the future [47]. Common behaviors that send
ostly signals are the following [47]: 1. Honest communication; 2. Public philanthropy; 3. Risk-taking and heroism; 4.
onspicuous consumption; 5. Religious commitment. Costly signals are also used to explain the emergence of cooperation.
n the public goods game, individuals show their contributions in the form of costly signals to win potential allies or
artners and give priority to cooperation with them [48–50] because long-term commitment-based partnerships are more
urable than reciprocity-based relationships [51]. In essence, choosing someone who sends a costly signal as an ally or
artner is somewhat altruistic.
We use an agent-based simulation approach to investigate two questions in this study. First, can cooperation or

unishment signals among costly signals promote cooperation? Second, if costly signals promote cooperation, what factors
nfluence the efficacy of costly signals, and how? To answer these questions, we transform the costly signal of cooperation
nd punishment into fitness as the rule to investigate the evolution of cooperation.

. Model

According to the experiments designed by Dreber et al. [37], we consider three strategies in the prisoner’s dilemma
ame(PDG): the cooperative strategy, the defective strategy and the punishment strategy. The cooperation and defective
trategy are exactly the same as the cooperation and defective strategy in the classic prisoner’s dilemma, and the
unishment is to punish the other strategy unconditionally. The payoff matrix is shown below:

Player B
C D P

C b− c −c −c − e
Player A D b 0 −e

P b− f −f −f − e

where b is the benefit from cooperation, c is the cost of cooperation, e is the loss of being punished, and f is the cost of
punishment. When the cooperative strategy encounters other strategies, it will pay cooperation cost c. If the cooperative
trategy encounters the cooperative strategy, it will also gain benefit b. If other strategies encounter the punishment
trategy, all other strategies need to offer loss e. The defector gains benefit b when he encounters the cooperative
trategy.The defector neither loses nor gains if he plays with the defector strategy.
2
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This paper describes the game process with a punishment strategy in five stages.
The first stage is to randomly generate individuals to participate in the prisoner’s dilemma game. We choose two

individuals at random from a mixed finite population of size M to play the prisoner’s dilemma game.
The second stage introduces the calculation method of the individual benefits of participating in the prisoner’s dilemma

game.
The third stage describes how to calculate evolutionary fitness. Individuals with higher returns usually have higher

fitness, as assumed in previous studies; therefore, returns are usually directly converted into fitness, for example,
according to the formula F = ewR, where F is fitness, R is the return, and w represents choice intensity (0 < w ≤ 1) [52].
However, from the perspective of costly signaling theory, the behavior that truly increases individual fitness is successful
mating or alliance formation. In this case, the payoff alone does not determine fitness, and successful mating or alliance
formation can improve fitness. An individual’s fitness is determined by his or her benefits to transform the payoff into
positive social attention as much as possible. Essentially, potential allies or partners care about how much they can benefit
from potential allies or partners, so they need to observe and identify the partners that can benefit them. As a result, if
people want to find a partner or allies to support them, they must send signals that indicate not only how much they are
getting but also how much they are capable and ready to give to others. The costly signal is defined as the conversion rate
between benefits and positive social attention (0 < τ < 1), with R ·τ denoting the social attention holding power (SAHP),
which is critical to human evolutionary success [53,54]. We suppose that the following are the rules for transforming
payoff into fitness via costly signals: costly signals are a function of altruistic behavior, including cooperative behavior
and punishing behavior. The stronger the individuals cooperate or punish, the more their payoff transforms into social
attention retention. Therefore, the conversion rate function τ is:

τ = 1− e−(1−α)θ (1)

where α describes the transformation efficacy of a costly signaling system (0 ≤ α < 1), and greater α represents
more noise. θ represents costly signals. Noise is caused by two distinct factors. At the beginning, individuals may pick
their partners or allies for motivations other than altruism. Throughout the ovulation cycle, for example, research has
revealed that women dynamically switch between two mate selection mechanisms (handsome or decent husband), in
which decent husband uses costly signals to show his commitment to women and their children [55,56]. In addition, the
heterogeneity in the weight assignments of different women to the two mechanisms of mate selection may be another
source of noise. Furthermore, the ability to witness altruistic behavior is restricted, and any distortion in the transmission
of altruistic behavior gossip will erode the costly signaling system’s effectiveness. Thus, even if the costly signaling system
is in favor of punishing as well as cooperating, defectors still have a chance to win in the population due to the cost of
zero [55,56].

When α = 1, altruistic behavior as a costly signal has little effect on enhancing fitness. In this case, τ is 1 − e(−1) for
defectors, cooperators, or punishers, implying that fitness is determined only by the payoff. Then, this fitness is calculated
in the same way as the simulation of the direct conversion from gain to fitness [57]. When α→ 0, τ of the defector is 0,
and for the cooperator and punisher, τ = 1− e−θ . Most research on the evolution of cooperation prior to cost signaling
presumes this scenario, in which the punisher is indistinguishable from the cooperator. As a result, this study can be
viewed as an attempt to combine the two mechanisms that keep people cooperating (punishment and cooperation costly
signal) into a single framework. We use a linear function to represent the effect of altruistic action as a signal with a
cost. We define θ = k · f + c , where f is the cost of punishment, c is the cost of cooperation, and k is the punishment
signal transformation strength. There is no altruistic signal for defector because the defector pay nothing. This function can
represent signals of three behaviors: 1. When f = 0 and c = 0, it means the strategy of defect, and there is no altruistic
signal in this case. 2. When f = 0, c > 0, it indicates the strategy of cooperation, and the costly signal of cooperation
is displayed in this case. 3. When k > 1, and f > 0, c > 0, the cost of punishment is converted into a signal, and the
punishment signal is amplified. If k > 0, k < 1, and c > 0, it is a weakened punishment signal, and the cooperation cost
signal is mainly a costly signal. At this point, our fitness algorithm in the simulation is as follows:

F = ewR(1−e−(1−α)(kf+c)) (2)

The fourth stage is the replication or policy update stage. We use the imitation mechanism at this stage. The individual
will compare its payoff with another randomly selected individual from the population. If its payoff is not higher than the
other individual’s payoff, then it will imitate the other individual’s strategy. This replacement process can be explained
as individual replication or imitation of behavior.

The mutation stage is the fifth stage. We suppose that any individual in the population has a slight possibility of
switching to one of the other two types at random, independent of the payoff. The parameter µ is called the mutation
rate.

The pseudo code of the simulation is as follows:
3
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Algorithm The pseudocode for the simulation
1: Initialize M agents
2: for step do
3: for agent do
4: Other agent← Random(agents)
5: Play PDG
6: Calculating fitness
7: end for
8: Agent← Random(agents)
9: Other agent← Random(agents)

10: if Agent.payoff ≤ Other agent.payoff then
11: Agent imitation Other agent
12: end if
13: Mutates
14: end for

3. Results

In order to ensure the validity of the results, all the simulation results in this paper are the mean value after running
00 times under the same parameters.
Without punishment (f = 0, e = 0, k = 0), the game payoff matrix depicts a classic prisoner’s dilemma game. The

altruism of the cooperators (c = 15) is in the form of a high cost. The results show that the defector dominates the
population (the punisher and the defector are the same, Fig. 1a). The costly signaling mechanism is not active at this
time. In Fig. 1b, the cost of punishment is 5 (f = 5). No punishment signal is transformed(k = 0). And nobody is punished
(e = 0). At this time, the game matrix describes the classic prisoner’s dilemma with two types of cooperators who pay
different cooperation costs. The cost paid by the punisher (f = 5, because no individual is punished, the punishment cost
is the cooperation cost) is less than the cost paid by the cooperator (f < c = 15). The costly signals indicate altruistic
cooperation which is not obvious. The cooperators is the lowest in the population, followed by the punishers, and the
defectors occupy highest ratio in the population. As shown in Fig. 1c, if somebodies are punished(f = 5, e = 5), and the
signal of punishment is not transformed (k = 0), since all the individuals who play against the punisher are be punished,
so whether it is a cooperator, a traitor, or a punisher, they get the same payoff owing to be reducing the same payoff. It is
still the classic prisoner’s dilemma game where there are two types of cooperators who pay different cooperation costs.
The cooperators is also the lowest in the population, and the punisher is more than the cooperator, and the defectors is
the highest strategy. In Fig. 1d, if the punishment happen (f = 5), and the signal of punishment is amplified (k = 6),
and nobody is punished (e=0), so that the punisher pay for cost. The signal of punishment is greater than the signal of
cooperation(k · f > c). The results show that the punisher the largest in the population, and the cooperator is the lowest
strategy. In Fig. 1e, the punishment is 5 (f = 5), and the punishment signal is transformed and amplified (k=6), and the
individual who plays game with the punisher is punished (e = 5). The signal sent by the punisher is greater than that by
the cooperator (k·f > c). The result is almost the same as in Fig. 1d. Based on this, the following conclusions can be drawn:
Firstly, when the cost of cooperation is high, the costly signaling mechanism will not increase cooperation. Secondly,
if no one is punished, the punisher has the same role as the cooperator. At this time, there is no costly punishment
but costly cooperation. Only costly cooperation signals are transformed, which will not enhance cooperation. Thirdly,
even if someone is punished, if the role of punishment and cooperation is the same, the mechanism do not promote the
cooperation. Fourthly, If the costly signal of punishment is amplified by a certain number, no matter whether anyone is
punished, the number of punishers will be increased, and the number of defects will decrease. Fifthly, no matter whether
there is punishment or not, with the help of the costly signaling mechanism, there are only relatively dominant between
different strategies.

To investigate the effect of noise in the costly signaling mechanism on cooperative behavior, we explored the changes
in cooperation under different noise intense. Without punishment, as the noise increased, the cooperation decreased
rapidly until 85% of individuals take the defective strategy (Fig. 2a). With punishment, if the cost of punishment cannot
be converted into a costly signal, and the loss due to punishment, the frequency of cooperation will be decreased. But
the frequency of punishment will not increase when the noise is 0 (Fig. 2b). Increasing in noise reduces the frequency of
cooperation and increases the frequency of defect. If the cost of punishment is transformed into a costly signal, whether
or not it is punished, only if the noise is not 1 (a = 1), the punishment will prevail (Figs. 2c and 2d). In the costly signal,
the influence to cooperation, punishment and defect depend on whether the cost of punishment is converted into a cost
signal. Only in the case of extremely high noise, the cost of punishment cannot be converted into costly signal to improve
fitness. Therefore, we can draw the following conclusions: Firstly, when the punishment signal is not transformed, the
change at low noise will change the frequencies of defect and cooperation in the population. Secondly, if the punishment
signal is amplified by a certain multiple, the change at high noise will change the frequencies of defect and punishment
in the population.
4
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Fig. 1. Cooperative evolution in PDG. The simulated parameter values are M=100, w = 1, α = 0.1, b = 16, c = 15, µ = 0.001. (a) k = 0, f = 0,
e = 0; (b) k = 0, f = 5, e = 0; (c) k = 0, f = 5, e = 5; (d) k = 6, f = 5, e = 0; (e) k = 6, f = 5, e = 5.

With punishment, a variety of factors will affect the ratio of cooperation, punishment and defect. Surprisingly,
increasing the benefits of cooperation can increase the ratio of punishment and decrease the ratio of defect (Fig. 3a).
Increasing the cost of cooperation reduces the proportion of cooperation and increases the proportion of punishment and
defect (Fig. 3b). Increasing the punishment signal transformation strength will increase the proportion of punishment
and decrease the proportion of defect (Fig. 3c). Increasing the cost of punishment also increases the proportion of
punishment and decreases the proportion of defect (Fig. 3d). It can be seen from the above: Firstly, the costly signaling
mechanism make defect dominate population at high cooperation costs and low cooperation, and make cooperation
dominate population at low cooperation costs and high cooperation benefits. Secondly, the costly signaling mechanism
makes high cooperation costs and high returns conducive to punishment. Thirdly, the costly signal makes the conversion
intensity of the penalty signal and the increase of the punishment cost in the high cooperation cost both beneficial to the
punishment, but not to the defect.
5
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Fig. 2. The effect of noise in the costly signaling mechanism on the frequency of each strategy. The parameter values are M=100, w = 1, b = 16,
= 15, µ = 0.001. (a) k = 0, f = 0, e = 0; (b) k = 0, f = 5, e = 5; (c) k = 6, f = 5, e = 0; (d) k = 6, f = 5, e = 5.

Fig. 3. The effect of punishment as costly signal in different initial combinations. The parameter values are M=100, w = 1, α = 0.1, e = 5, µ = 0.001.
a) c = 15, k = 6, f = 5; (b) b = 16, k = 6, f = 5; (c) b = 16, c = 15, f = 5; (d) b = 16, c = 15, k = 6.

Fig. 4. The effect of benefits and costs of cooperation in the costly signaling mechanism on the frequency of each strategy. The parameter values
are M=100, w = 1, mu = 0.001, k = 0, f = 0, e = 0. (a) c = 1, a = 0.1; (b) b = 16, a = 0.1; (c) c = 1, a = 0.5; (d) b = 16, a = 0.5.

Without punishment, the establishment of cooperation is affected by the strength of signal noise, the benefits of
cooperation, and the cost of cooperation. When the noise intensity is low (a = 0.1), the cooperation is relatively easy
to establish (Fig. 4a). If the noise intensity a is equal to 0.5 and the benefit b great than 3, the cooperation establish
Fig. 4c). Increasing the cost of cooperation will increase the difficulty of establishing cooperation (Figs. 4b and 4d). The
bove results show that: Firstly, without punishment, the costly signals mechanism can affect the ratio of cooperation and
efect. Secondly, the effect of costly signals effect will be changed by the signal strength of noise. The stronger the signal,
he more significant the effect of costly signals is. Thirdly, increasing the cost of cooperation to improve signal strength
annot make cooperation prevail, but instead make defect prevail. Fourthly, increasing the benefits of cooperation can
ncrease the proportion of cooperation and reduce the proportion of defect.

Changes in low selection intensity have an effect on the ratio of cooperation and punishment. Without punishment,
gradual increase in the intensity of low selection reduces the frequency of cooperation and increases the frequency of
efect. However, as the selection intensity further increases, the proportion of cooperation and defection does not change
Figure Fig. 5a). With punishment, if the cost of punishment is not converted into costly signal, the defect still accounts
or the largest proportion and the cooperation proportion is the smallest. Both are affected by the change of low selection
ntensity (Fig. 5b). Regardless of loss due to been punished or not, converting the cost of punishment into costly signal
an make the punisher dominant the population and reduce the proportion of defect. This trend is obvious when the
election strength changes at low levels, but not at high level (Figs. 5c and 5d). From the above results, it is obviously that
6
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Fig. 5. Efficacy of a costly signaling system with different selection intensity on the frequency of each strategy. The parameter values are M=100,
α = 0.1, b = 16, c = 15, µ = 0.001. (a) k = 0, f = 0, e = 0; (b) k = 0, f = 5, e = 5; (c) k = 6, f = 5, e = 0; (d) k = 6, f = 5, e = 5.

Fig. 6. The effect of the loss due to punishment on the frequency of each strategy. The parameter values are M=100, α = 0.1, b = 16, c = 15,
= 1, µ = 0.001. (a) k = 0, f = 5; (b) k = 6, f = 0; (c) k = 6, f = 5.

he influence of selection intensity on each strategy exists only when the intensity changes at low levels, and this effect
isappears as the selection intensity increases.
Next, we further simulate the effect of the size of the loss due to punishment on the frequency of each strategy. We

an see that the proportion of cooperation, punishment, and defection in the population does not change significantly
ue to the increasing of the loss been punished (Fig. 6). What determines the proportion of each strategy is the cost of
unishment and the punishment signal transformation strength. If the cost of punishment is not transformed into a costly
ignal, defectors still dominate the population (Fig. 6a). When there is no punishment, the proportion of cooperation is
ot increased, and the proportion of defect is high (Fig. 6b, the punishment is considered as defect at this time). Only if
he cost of punishment is converted into a costly signal, the punisher occupies the population (Fig. 6c).

In addition, we investigate the effect of mutation rate on the evolution of cooperation. It difficult to capture the
ifferences between strategies with high mutation rate (Figs. 7a and 7b). Even if a certain strategy is advantageous in
he game, it can be difficult to maintain because of the high mutation rate. If the mutation rate is low, it can amplify
he disadvantage of certain strategies at the beginning of the game. It can also reduce the evolutionary rate (Fig. 7d). The
ost significant decrease in the evolutionary rate of the cooperative strategy is observed.
Finally, to further examine the role of noise and signal conversion degree in establishing cooperation, we obtain the

elationship between the 100,000th cooperator frequency and noise α and cooperation cost c (Fig. 8a), as well as the
unishment frequency and noise α and the punishment signal transformation strength k relationship (Figs. 8b and 8c).
ithout punishment, if the cost of cooperation increases, the cooperation frequency decreases. However, if increase the

trength of noise, the cooperation will decrease rapidly (Fig. 8a). All the results are consistent with the above analysis.
onsistently, the establishment of cooperation is positively related to the strength of the signal noise and negatively
elated to the cost of cooperation. With punishment, the noise α and the punishment signal hardly affect the frequency
f cooperators (Fig. 8b), and the frequency of cooperation has been maintained at a low level. However, these two
ignificantly affect the frequency of punishment and defectors (Fig. 8c). As the punishment signal transformation strength
increases, the punishment frequency increases. But as the noise increases, the punishment frequency decreases. This
eans that if the punishment signal transformation strength is increased or noise α decrease, the frequency of cooperation
ill not change, but the frequency of defect will reduce, the frequency of cooperation will increase.
7
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Fig. 7. Cooperative evolution in PDG. The simulation parameters are M=100, w = 1, b = 16, c = 15, k = 6, f = 5, e = 5. (a) µ = 0.1; (b) µ = 0.01;
c) µ = 0.001; (d) µ = 0.0001.

Fig. 8. Contour plots of cooperation and punishment frequencies. The simulation parameters are M=100, w = 1, µ = 0.001, b = 16. (a) k = 0, f = 0,
= 0; (b) c = 15, f = 5, e = 5; (c) c = 15, f = 5, e = 5.

. Discussion

The simulations in this paper are based on 4 assumptions: The first assumption is that game participants have no
emory of costly signals, which means that individuals will completely ignore or forget the behavioral decisions made
8
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y the punisher in the previous round. The second assumption is that once a decision is made to adopt a punishing
trategy, no matter what strategy the opponent adopts, the punishment strategy is adopted. That is, there is no more
nformation about the strategy adopted by the opponent. The third assumption is that the costly signal is transformed into
monotonically increasing relationship between fitness and the cost. The fourth assumption is that individuals in the game
re able to distinguish costly signals between punishment and cooperation. The first and second are harsh assumptions,
hich are not conducive to the establishment of cooperation and the emergence of punishment. If the individual’s
ooperative behavior and punishment behavior are regarded as special signals, even under such harsh assumptions,
unishment may still appear, then cooperation and punishment will also occur under the more relaxed assumption. The
hird and fourth assumptions ensure that costly signaling mechanisms work.

In some studies, punishers end up dominating the entire population, and unpunished cooperator would all but die out
f not for mutation [57,58]. Our simulation results show that no matter what parameter combination is used, no strategy
ominates the entire population, and no strategy perishes. Different parameters only affect the relative proportion of
trategies, which is in line with the real world.
Without punishment, the costly signaling mechanism can make cooperation dominant, provided that the noise of the

ostly signal is not too much and the cost of cooperation cannot be too high. The magnitude of noise affects the efficacy
f costly signals, and previous research on costly signals in public goods has similar conclusions [59]. Interestingly, the
igher the cost of cooperation, the higher the ratio of the transmitted costly signal to fitness should be. However, the
imulation results show that the higher the cost of cooperation, the more dominant defection. Some studies have shown
hat when the cost of arranging a commitment deal lies within certain limits, substantial levels of cooperation can be
chieved [60]. It means that the costly signaling mechanism has a conditional limit. If the cost of cooperation is too high,
he mechanism will fail. That is to say, individuals need to weigh the appropriate cost of cooperation in order to obtain
n evolutionary advantage. If the cooperation cost is too high, the return from the game will be too low to increase the
itness. If the cooperation cost is too low, the return from the game is not enough to improve fitness. This is similar to the
ehavior shown by most individuals in reality. It is not a complete defector, but they adopt different level of cooperation
nd pays different costs to obtain the maximum benefit. It suggests that the costly signal is not the better the higher
he cost in terms of depositing cooperation. A study based on the Philip Sidney game shows that honest signals must be
ostly if there is a conflict of interest between signaler and receiver, but cost-free signals can be honest if there is no such
onflict [61]. It suggests that altruism as a sign of honesty is not necessarily high cost.
With punishment, the key to increasing the ratio of punishers by the costly signaling mechanism is not how much

oss other strategies suffered, but the strength of the punishment signal. The strength of the signal can come from the
mplification of the punishment cost, or from the high punishment costs. A study based on the Philip Sidney game shows
hat the effect of honest signaling varies greatly depending on the type of individual being punished [62]. However, our
tudy does not consider the type of punished individuals. The costly signaling mechanism can explain the long-term
xistence of punishment strategies in the population. Not to reduce the benefits of other strategies, but to improves their
wn fitness. Previous studies have emphasized that punishing defectors to reduce the benefits of defectors to improve the
evel of cooperation [35,63], however, the purpose of punishment under the costly signaling mechanism is not to reduce
thers’ payoff, but to show their altruism.
If our assumption 3 holds, the signal of altruism transformed by costly signaling mechanism in the form of a multiple

f scaling up or down the punishment cost. When the cost of punishment can be amplified as a signal of altruism,
he punishment as a strategy is not difficult to survive in the population. On the contrary, punishment is far more
dvantageous than cooperation, and in some cases it is also advantageous over defect. Although the punishment payoff is
igher than the cooperation, because the punishment is a more expensive signal, and has a more competitive advantage.
‘In a cooperative game of direct reciprocity, the winner will not choose a costly punishment strategy"[37], which is not
ontradictory to our simulation result, because it is an indirect reciprocity.
There are some controversies over whether the introduction of cost punishment in prisoner’s dilemma games increases

ooperation. An experimental study from China show that the introduction of punishment did not significantly increase
r decrease cooperation, which may be caused by different attitudes towards cooperation and punishment in Chinese
ulture [64]. Another study shows that the introduction of a costly punishment can significantly improve the level
f cooperation, but does not increase the average return of the population, and the winner in the population usually
oes not adopt the punishment strategy [37]. Our simulation results show that costly punishment do not affect the
evel of cooperation without costly signals. Even with the introduction of cost signals, it only increases the frequency
f punishment and does not affect the frequency of cooperation. It seems that our results confirm the research of Wu
t al. [64].
Experiments have shown that third-party punishers receive less rewards (compensations) than third-party helpers [65].

here are two things to note about this result: First, third-party punishers are not as compensated as third-party helpers,
nd our simulation does not involve the role of third parties. Second, some researchers believe that punishers may
enefit from being treated as long-term partners rather than being rewarded in the real world, thus requiring more
ealistic experimental conditions [65]. For example, while punishers are less often chosen as temporary partners in trust
ames [66], they are more frequently used as providers of resources [67]. Considering the above experimental evidence
hat punishers have an adaptive advantage in that they may be selected as long-term partners rather than as recipients of
ewards, we argue that fitness algorithms that directly transform payoffs into fitness may not be appropriate to explain
9
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hy altruism punishment can evolve. Thus, we emphasize in our simulations from a costly signal perspective that it is
ot the rewards themselves that determine fitness, but the extent to which those rewards can be translated into social
ttractiveness that brings allies and partners.
Our simulation results are very similar to some experimental results. Experimental studies have shown that women

re attracted to men who display heroism and altruism. And women prefer to long-term partners than short-term
artners [68].

. Conclusion

A long-standing problem in the biological and social sciences is understanding the conditions required for cooperation
o emerge and maintain in evolving populations. Costly signaling mechanisms have been proposed as possible mechanisms
xplaining the emergence and maintenance of cooperation. In this study, punishment is introduced into the classic
risoner’s dilemma game. Cooperation and punishment are considered as different level of costly signals. The costly
ignal is convert into fitness to improve the situation of cooperation and punishment. The simulation results of this study
how that the costly signaling mechanism can explain the emergence and maintenance of cooperation and punishment
nder certain conditions. Firstly, without punishment, if there is a small noise in the costly signaling mechanism and the
ifference between cost and benefits of cooperation is very small, cooperation is a better choice than defection. Secondly,
ith punishment, if there is a small noise in the costly signaling mechanism and punishment is consider as more expensive
ignal than cooperation, punishment would be a better strategy.
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